
Quriosity
An Interactive Canvas

for Team Collaboration



Efficient team collaboration ensures productive meetings, which is crucial for 
making smart decisions and achieving set goals. Bid adieu to stressful business 
meetings and find a way to work smarter, better, and faster. 

Introducing Quriosity, a 4K interactive display that drives efficient and 
productive meeting room collaboration without hassles. Comes loaded with 
Flow App and enables team members to truly collaborate as one. 

With this device, the team can write, illustrate, and annotate their ideas on their 
devices and share them with the rest of the team instantly. The saved sessions 
can be accessed anytime and on any device. 

Productivity Canvas 
for Modern Teams
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Whether you are conducting a 
meeting in an open space or in 
solarium, Quriosity adjusts the 
brightness of the display as per 
environment and presents all the 
brilliant ideas on a bright and 
high-resolution display, full of 
intensely saturated colours with 
superbly contrasting fonts, 
making it more impactful. 

Bright 
and Shine

Ultra UHD Display 450 nits brightness
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Want to play a video or conduct a video call with remote teams, the built-in speakers in the panel amplifies the sound and present it 
with the utmost clarity. The panel has bottom firing 15 watts Stereo Speakers, producing loud and clear sound.

Built-in Speakers

 Dual speaker of 15 watts 
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Advance Ultra Light Wave Technology, 
ensure there is almost zero 
pre-activation, giving very accurate, 
precise and smooth writing experience. 
Using Ultra Light Wave Technology, 
Quriosity delivers the highest touch 
precision writing experience on the 
digital canvas, with touch accuracy of 
+/-1mm. It comes with a thin nib passive 
stylus that allows users to write and draw 
in the pixel perfect precision, ensuring 
zero lag. 

Ultra- Smooth
Writing

Touch 
accuracy +/-1mm

Smooth and Fast
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APT

Gestures elicit touch interaction 
directly with the panel, and 
enhances the user experience to 
manipulate the on-screen activities, 
navigate, or erase directly from the 
hand. 

Gesture 
Control

PALM Erasing

FINGER-TOUCH WRITING
gesture CONTROL
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Anti-glare Coat

Toughened glass with level 7 hardness

Ultra Sleek Design

Available in 4 sizes

65” 75”
86” 98”
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Unbox the device, plug-in, and it’s ready to use. That’s all. 
Forget the struggle of choosing the right cable, connecting 
various devices, and setting up a perfect meeting room. 
Quriosity ensures every meeting is perfect and productive. 

Quickest to Set Up

Designed to address all the safety needs of panel, the device 
is protected with a toughened glass that makes it robust 
enough to withstand scratches and adjust under different 
variations of temperature. The slim frame display around 
the panel enhances the look. 

Layers of Protection
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Infuse your meeting with your knowledge and 
creativity to foster engagement using smart tools, 
which assists you to write and annotate in different 
hues, draw in perfect shapes, reads your 
handwriting and convert into digital text, and 
allows replaying of the pages infinite times. 
Achieve more in less time. 

Ideation and 
Brainstorming Interactive Tools

CAPTURE AND ANNOTATION
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.doc .pdf.xls.ppt .jpg

Quriosity supports any web browser and 
compatible with all office applications and 
support all formats. It allows you to cast the 
screens of PC / laptop, tablet or mobile with no 
physical connection.

Compatibility 
and Support

Wireless Screen CAST

Drag and drop templates

Health Camp

DIY Canvas

Product Development Team, Bangalore 

Wear Your Doodles, Thyself.

Have you ever found yourself listening to something really 
boring, then wafting off into your own mind, your hand scribbling 
random things on a piece of paper in front of you? Whether it’s a 
conference call or a tedious lecture, being all ears can be a 
challenge when your hands want to be a part of the moment. 
Nobody is immune to this either. 

Doodles are spontaneous, random marks on paper that are more 
meaningful than originally thought. Doodling is an important way 
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Participate without any wait. To promote active participation 
in group dynamics, Quriosity allows multitouch interactions 
on the display simultaneously, enabling participants to 
quickly add their inputs. Write or draw using passive stylus or 
finger, or both. 

Multitude of choices to share content and ideas :

Share the data or mirror your screen on the bigger display. 
Compatible with Windows®, Android®™, macOS® and iOS, 
Companion app lets you share almost any form of content – 
word, presentation, spreadsheets with just a tap on the digital 
canvas. Or you can connect your Windows® PC & Mac® through 
USB and control it with touchback functionality. Another 
option is screen mirroring technology through which 
participants can wirelessly cast presentations, excel sheets, 
videos or any other form of content directly from their devices 
onto the collaborative canvas.

Contribute Together
Achieve Better

Wireless Windows 
Touchback

Multi-user Collaboration

Screen Mirroring
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USB

PC/Laptop

Tablet/Mobile phone
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Record, Save and Share

Unlimited Canvas

Don’t worry about documenting meetings 
anymore. Quriosity lets you record audio and 
video sessions. Participants can also print the 
screen, saving time and preventing ideas from 
being erased or lost forever. 

Record Meetings

Explore different variations of an idea allowing 
multiple voices in your team on the unlimited 
pages of the digital canvas, without any fear of 
running out of space or losing the content. 
Moreover, you can keep a track of discussion 
during the meeting. 

Pages for 
Unlimited Ideas



By quickly scanning the QR Code, users will be able to 
download the discussion in the form of a PDF file on 
their own devices. Moreover, remote participants can 
use Global access code to download the discussion.  All 
the shared files are end to end encrypted, using secure 
AES 128bit & 256bit level encryption policy. 

Secure & 
Easy Sharing

Scan and share 
the discusion 
in PDF Format
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Thinker

Beamforming Microphone array

Voice Activated LED

Thinker View* with in-built 1080p camera with ultra-wide-angle delivers an immersive video in 
the meeting room, marking everyone’s presence, irrespective of size of the meeting room. The 
beamforming mic array has Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and Direction of Arrival (DOA) feature 
captures the voice from still or moving sources by focusing directly on the speaker while 
suppresses the background noise with full-duplex Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC).   

Video Conferencing

*Optional Accessory
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The all-in-one panel comes fitted with all the essential components of 
modern meeting space, infused with all the high-end technologies. 
Regardless of industry, work environment, and size of meeting room, 
Quriosity accommodates every need of different teams.   

For unlimited Planning and Scheduling 

For teams working on multiple projects and assignments, Quriosity gives 
more freedom to sync up and plan their priorities. Participants can write 
simultaneously, and open their favorite project management tools like Trello, 
Jira etc to streamline their tasks and status.

Transform any 
Meeting Space
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For unlimited creativity 

Explore unlimited tools to give shape to your imagination. Play with 
colours and fonts and communicate your stories effectively, with just 
your handwriting. Quriosity has all the smart tools and enough 
storage to save your creative ideas.  

For unlimited brainstorming 
 
Create, collaborate, and conclude without any delay or restriction. 
The panel has centralized storage space that gives an access to every 
stakeholder to continue from where they left, without any worry of 
misplacement of document. The single whiteboard offers 
collaboration to multiple teams, ensuring the security of data. 
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Product Specifications
65” 75” 86” 98”

Interactivity (Touch Screen 
Experience)

Active area (mm) 1428.48 * 803.52 1647.36 * 926.64 1895.04 * 1065.96 2158.848 * 1214.352

Aspect Ratio 16:9

Colors 1.07B (10 bit)

Resolution (pixels) 3840 x 2160 (4K UHD)

Movement Detection  Technology Ultra Light Wave (IR based)

RAM/ROM 3GB/32B (expandable up to 256 GB via external memory card)

Chipset ARM® Quad Core,1.5 Hz

Simultaneous Touch Points 20 Points

Precision

Brightness (typ/min) 450cd/m² (typ.) 450cd/m² (typ.) 400cd/m² (typ.) 460cd/m² (typ.)

Embedded OS Think OS Android™ version

Built-in processor

Interactive White-boarding Software Flow (Built-in)

Cross platform support (BYOD)

Software (annotation and black- boarding

±1mm

sWireles Collaboration & Document Upload



65” 75” 86” 98”

HDMI® IN(3), DP IN, VGA
IN, TV IN, AV IN, YPbPr IN,
OPS, LAN(2), USB(4), Touch
USB(2), Audio IN, RS232,
HDMI® OUT, AV OUT, SPDIF
OUT, Audio OUT

Power, HDMI®(3), HDMI®Out (1), USB 2.0(4), Micro SD, AV Input, AV Output, YPbPr
Input, RJ45 (LAN) IN/OUT, SPDIF Output, VGA Input, VGA Audio, Input, RS232,
Touch USB (2), RF, Headset

Connectivity

Passive Stylus (2), Power cable, Wall mountAccessories (Standard)

With MeetEQ Sensor (Optional accessory)Facial Tracking*

- BoardScan
- MeetEQ Sensor

Accessories (Optional)

Easy Sharing Share notes through QR code

Built-in WiFi IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n

Built-in Speaker (15W x 2)Speaker Type

LED 60HzType

AC 100V - 240V, 50/60HzPower Supply

<0.5WPower Consumption Standby

4mmToughened Glass, Mohs-7Glass Surface

Temperature and humidity sensor, Noise and motion detector, Ambient Brightness MonitoringSensors*

- OPS

Disclaimer: Product specifications and data are subject to change without notice to improve reliability, functions, design  or otherwise.

Product Specifications



Cybernetyx® is a pioneer and leader in developing Perceptual AI devices that augment our learning and thinking spaces to transform 
our knowledge work. In 2009, we invented EyeRIS® vision technology - that allowed machines to 'see' and understand human touch 
and gestures on large surfaces, and now powers products from nearly all of the leading display companies in the world such as NEC, 
ViewSonic, and others.

About Cybernetyx

Key Facts About Cybernetyx ®

Trusted Interactive Technology Provider for Global OEMs

Users GloballyDevice InstallationsYears of Innovation



Leaders in Perceptual AI Devices and Platforms
Education | Business | Consumer

For more information

Visit us: www.cybernetyx.com

Write to us: hello@cybernetyx.com

Address

Hannover : Georgstraße 38, 30159, Hannover, Germany, Ph: +49 (0)511 93621 188

Delhi NCR: Plot no. C-98, Sector- 65, NOIDA, 201301, Ph: +91 (0)120 435 9466

Bangalore: 1144, Sector 7, HSR Layout, 560102, India, Ph: +91 (0)888 474 3388


